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NEW LIFE 
CHRISTIAN

CONGREGATION SURVEY REPORT*
2020

*Note: New Life Church is a fictional entity. The survey results shown here are a sample of the analysis and type of survey 
responses you might see in your church/organization’s survey report completed during LOVEboldly’s consulting process. 
Survey questions shown here are a sample of the questions that will be part of your community’s survey.
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BACKGROUND

PROGRESS

GOALS

This section describes the efforts at conversation your church, denomination, or organization has 
undertaken so far, where you are today, and how the results shared in this report will help your community 
define next steps. 

Filler text here...Harcipsapiet qui berrum estibusaes et peliqua musdaerunt de doluptature, nos dolut modi 
corehendis ab inctia illanditat. Ne ex expelluptius acescitas ut odiam, erro volo blaborecesti rehendantur 
ant de labo. Ut aut optae es vellignatur, qui ut eaquo endem que platiis aut fuga. Daessequi num fugitiis 
sum repreprerum que erum nem ipit ut od minciur ad quibus quiducius nonseque officta simillatur rem 
dolesti umquati untorpo rroreperis veliquis et ut quis acepedis el inist iminvelis voluptati sin num quatium 
quundia cum la doluptam laborrum vollabo riatquo endam qui neseceaque voloreicia consenis ea dolupta 
ecerias sitaquatis nem facero to mosseceaqui doloresti unt que offic te eum experspis alitaqu untinim olupta 

These goals will be defined in collaboration with LOVEboldly consultants. This section shares your goals and 
purpose in undertaking this conversation with your community so no confusion exists about your intents.

Filler text here... Harcipsapiet qui berrum estibusaes et peliqua musdaerunt de doluptature, nos dolut modi 
corehendis ab inctia illanditat. Ne ex expelluptius acescitas ut odiam, erro volo blaborecesti rehendantur 
ant de labo. Ut aut optae es vellignatur, qui ut eaquo endem que platiis aut fuga. Daessequi num fugitiis 
sum repreprerum que erum nem ipit ut od minciur ad quibus quiducius nonseque officta simillatur rem 
dolesti umquati untorpo rroreperis veliquis et ut quis acepedis el inist iminvelis voluptati sin num quatium 
quundia cum la doluptam laborrum vollabo riatquo endam qui neseceaque voloreicia consenis ea dolupta 
ecerias sitaquatis nem facero to mosseceaqui doloresti unt que offic te eum experspis alitaqu untinim olupta 
nobisse ritates tiumquatium ad quiam remo blatia quatem quaecea vellaceped unt, voluptati ut porum, 
net omnit optaerunt quiatius alignam, se con eos dus voloritiorit mo et experi nonsequam fuga. Laccumq 
uasperios doluptatae. Nem quis molo de porendenis ullaut omnis vitium il illautem aturis

This section describes what circumstances have caused you to undertake deepening this conversation in 
your church or community at this time.

Filler text here... Harcipsapiet qui berrum estibusaes et peliqua musdaerunt de doluptature, nos dolut modi 
corehendis ab inctia illanditat. Ne ex expelluptius acescitas ut odiam, erro volo blaborecesti rehendantur 
ant de labo. Ut aut optae es vellignatur, qui ut eaquo endem que platiis aut fuga. Daessequi num fugitiis 
sum repreprerum que erum nem ipit ut od minciur ad quibus quiducius nonseque officta simillatur rem 
dolesti umquati untorpo rroreperis veliquis et ut quis acepedis el inist iminvelis voluptati sin num quatium 
quundia cum la doluptam laborrum vollabo riatquo endam qui neseceaque voloreicia consenis ea dolupta 
ecerias sitaquatis nem facero to mosseceaqui doloresti unt que offic te eum experspis alitaqu untinim olupta 
nobisse ritates tiumquatium ad quiam remo blatia quatem quaecea vellaceped unt, voluptati ut porum, 
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ABOUT THE SURVEY

COMMENTS & REACTIONS
This section shares if anything can be learned by the number and type of comments that were left on your 
survey.  For example:

Each survey respondent averaged 1.8 comments, totaling 324 comments throughout the survey. Each 
question available for comment was commented on by an average of 13% of respondents 
(ranging from 6.2% - 49.0% per question).  Though comparable data for other churches is not available, 
the amount of comments submitted seems remarkable. It can be assumed that the questions with the 
most comments garnered the strongest reactions from your respondents and perhaps carry with them the 
strongest opinions, concerns, questions, and feelings.

This section describes how many respondents filled out the survey and what can be learned by the level of 
participation.  For example:

New Life Christian's congregational survey was taken by 150 respondents (10% of your estimated 
congregation size of 1500 ndividuals). Each question contained several skipped responses, accounting for 
0.7% - 6.1% of answers missing as noted below. While the sample size and results from the survey is thought 
to be an adequate measure, results should be interpreted with missing data in mind.
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0.00% 0

10.53% 2

42.11% 8

42.11% 8

5.26% 1

I feel I have a clear understanding about our church's theological 
views and policies around LGBTQ+ involvement and inclusivity.

Answered: 19 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 19

# COMMENTS:

1 New to the church...I assume present discussions are to clarify the church's position

2 I understand that Embrace is a loving and welcoming community, and though I am certain we

have/would welcome in people who identify as LGBTQ+, I'm not completely sure of our theological

stance.

3 I don't feel like we currently have much clarity about these views and policies.

4 We do not have any official stance on theological views on sexuality or have we developed any

policies around LGBTQ+ involvement. Our policy seems to have been to not talk about it and not

let it be a hindrance towards someone participating in ministry.

5 I feel I have a clear understanding about the stance of our broader denomination. As an individual

church, we have stayed purposely vague, and so this is where we're going to need some help

moving forward.

6 I think the point of this whole process is acknowledging first that none of us have a super clear

view, and that's why we need to start working through this stuff together.

7 Only selected because I know that it is currently in transition.

8 I feel that I understand the larger United Methodist's theological views. I would not say understand

Embrace's; that is something we are trying to discern and it's unclear to me now.

9 I don’t feel we have a view on this yet for me to feel clear or unclear about.

Strongly

agree

Agree Neither

agree nor

disagree

Disagree Strongly

disagree

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Your congregation is confused about your LGBTQ+ policies.
There is significant confusion around your church’s theological views and policies around LGBTQ+
involvement and inclusivity. Based on the comments provided, it seems your church has avoided the topic 
and dealt with questions about LGBTQ+ inclusivity on a case-by-case basis.  This opens the door to leaders 
making decisions in different ways and potentially causing further confusion about policies.  It also often 
leads LGBTQ+ people to feel tentative or fearful to engage in faith communities.

A popular church scoring system used by many in the LGBTQ+ community ranks your church as
unclear and non-affirming in your LGBTQ+ policy. The cited reason for your score on this website is that the 
“actively enforced policy is not in the website’s primary pages, but in the denomination’s website.”

Commenters noted:
1. “I know we won’t perform same-sex marriages, but I don’t know anything other than that.”

2. “I understand we are a loving and welcoming community, but though I am certain we have/would welcome 
LGBTQ+, I’m not completely sure of our theological stance.”
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5.26% 1

10.53% 2

15.79% 3

52.63% 10

0.00% 0

15.79% 3

I feel the conversations I've had about sexuality and gender identity 
with members and/or visitors to our church have overall been:

Answered: 19 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 19

# COMMENTS:

1 Not too many conversations at this point.

2 I have had very few conversations other than with close friends, so I suppose they have been

"high" quality. That's dependent on what makes a quality conversation of course.

3 Most conversations I have are open, humble, and kind. However, not all of them. A small number

have been closed, rigid, and negative.

4 The conversations I have had have primarily been intentional discussions with leadership or

personal conversations with people who generally agree with me. I haven't had a lot of more

casual conversations about the issues.

5 Let me clarify. I think they have been high quality in that they have been good, civil, and respectful

conversations. But, in general at this point, they have been more surface level discussions, as

opposed to really getting down into the trenches and working through things.

Very low

quality

Low quality

Neither high

nor low quality

High quality

Very high

quality

Not applicable

- I haven't ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very low quality

Low quality

Neither high nor low quality

High quality

Very high quality

Not applicable - I haven't had any conversations.

New Life Church Survey: Congregation SurveyMonkey

2 / 19

Q2 I would rate the quality of my discussions with fellow church members
related to faith and sexuality as

Answered: 37 Skipped: 0

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Burger 7/5/2019 4:35 PM

Very Poor Poor Neutral Good Excellent
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24.3%24.3%24.3%24.3%24.3%

8.1%8.1%8.1%8.1%8.1%

32.4%32.4%32.4%32.4%32.4%

21.6%21.6%21.6%21.6%21.6%
13.5%13.5%13.5%13.5%13.5%

Your congregation feels the quality of your conversations could improve.
The majority of your leaders (68.4%) indicated the quality of their conversations with church members and 
visitors have been of an acceptable (neither high nor low) quality or high quality. However, notably about a 
third of your leaders (31.6%) indicated the quality of their conversations have been poor or very poor, or that 
they have had no conversations on the topic.

Commenters noted:
1. “I have had very few conversations other than with close friends, so I suppose they have been “excellent” 
quality.”
2. “Most conversations I have are open, humble, and kind. However, not all of them. A small number have been 
closed, rigid, and negative.”
3.  “I have found that the members I have talked with neither have close experience with the LGBTQ+ community 
nor a deep view of biblical views on this.
4.  “I haven’t really had such conversations.”
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26.32% 5

5.26% 1

5.26% 1

42.11% 8

5.26% 1

15.79% 3

My current views on faith and sexuality tend to be:

Answered: 19 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 19

# COMMENTS:

1 I don't think that same-sex marriage/romantic relationships are wrong, though I do struggle with

the term "blesses." I am definitely more side A than B or X.

2 I probably lean more towards side B from a theological standpoint, but pastorally have seen side B

hurt a lot of people. I am stretching to be less conservative in this area and am open to learning,

but still concerned with being Biblically faithful.

3 To be honest, I am not 100% sure where I stand, I do not have a strong position at the moment,

but I do think I am somewhere between sides A and B, and know I am not on the side X. I also

know that I do not agree with the "heterosexual marriage" part of side B.

4 Over the last few years I've been learning more heavily toward Side A. However, I'm still learning

and I'm not sure how to accurately articulate how I reconcile my changing beliefs and my

commitment to scripture.

5 I struggled to answer this question, mostly because I am BOTH somewhere between A and B and

honestly not sure.
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A and B

A and B

A and B

A and B
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Somewhere between

Somewhere between
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B and X

B and X

B and X

B and X

B and X

B and X

B and X

To be honest, I’m

To be honest, I’m

To be honest, I’m
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To be honest, I’m
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not sure

not sure

not sure

not sure

not sure

not sure

not sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Side A (Affirming) – God blesses same-sex marriage and romantic relationships.

Side B (Traditional) – God calls LGBTQ+ Christians to lifelong celibacy or heterosexual marriage.

Side X - God calls those who experience same-sex attraction to reject identifying as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender

and attempt to change their sexual orientation/gender identity.

Somewhere between A and B

Somewhere between B and X

To be honest, I’m not sure

The majority of your congregation holds moderate to progressive theological views on sexuality.
68.4% of your congregation indicated holding either Side A, or between Side A and B perspectives on 
sexuality.  An additional 15.8% of your leaders indicated they were not sure, which often indicates a more 
complex (and often moderate/progressive) view being held than can be supported by a firm Side B or Side X 
perspective.

Some comments included:
1. “I probably lean towards Side B from a theological standpoint, but I have seen side B hurt a lot of people.I am 
stretching to be open to learning, but still concerned about Biblical faithfulness.”

3.  “I’ve heard so many different rationales for both sides I have honestly become confused. People have shown me 
scripture also pointing to both sides. All I know is that God calls us to love our neighbors. I would rather see LGBTQ 
individuals have the opportunity to know Christ than to deprive them the opportunity and possibly see them deny 
esus because they never had an opportunity to share in getting to know Him.”
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I would like our church to:

Answered: 19 Skipped: 0

How do you feel about this option?
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4

22.22%

4
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2 17
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0.00%

0

5.56%

1 18

# COMMENTS:

1 Since the issue is so polarized, the dilemma is to craft a position that satisfies those who would

lean more to the far left / right. Typically the majority fall somewhere in-between although I don't

know if that's true at this church.

2 I think I would definitely need to talk through this one with others.

3 Concerning the third option... I'm not sure we can stay affiliated with the UMC church and not pick

a "side". If the ruling stands, and we stay affiliated - in my mind a "side" has been chosen.

4 I want us all to stay together. We currently have diverse views and in an ideal world I would want

us to create space for diversity of opinion while maintaining a consistent stance towards people. I

do not think forcing celibacy on people is fair or reasonable. I also know that our leadership won't

likely be able to come to any agreement on Side A or Side B.

How do you feel about this option?

Strongly Agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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(Affirming) View –
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marriage and roman...
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TOTAL

Support a Side A (Affirming) View – God blesses same-

sex marriage and romantic relationships.

Support a Side B (Traditional) View – God calls

LGBTQ+ Christians to lifelong celibacy or heterosexual

marriage.

Stay away from "sides" and instead create a safe,

welcoming environment for diverse views, dialogue,

and questions on sexuality and gender identity.

Your congregation favors a “staying away from sides” approach.
72.2% of your leaders favor a staying away from sides approach, with only 5.6% strongly disagreeing with 
this approach.

Commenters noted:
1. “I want us to all stay together. We have diverse views and in an ideal world I would want us to create space for 
diversity of opinion while maintaining a consistent stance towards people. I don’t think forcing celibacy on people 
is fair or reasonable.”

2. “I want to say there’s room for all three…but Side B feels discriminatory. I’m not sure I can support Side B.”

3. “There should be a safe place to have different options but it should be remembered that
all people are loved relentlessly by God.”
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This section shares recommendations LOVEboldly makes for your community undertakes based on the 
survey results shared in the report.  For example: 

1. Invite your congregation into deeper conversation through a congregation-wide small group study 
using a curriculum or book that emphasizes fostering better understanding of LGBTQ+ people.
Suggested titles include... 
 
Timeline: May-July 2020 

2. Spend some dedicated time in deeper study of LGBTQ+ perspectives and key Scriptures on sexuality, 
considering both traditional and more progressive interpretations. Recommended books highlighting 
LGBTQ+ stories/memoirs/perspectives include... 
 
Timeline: July 2020-Aug 2020 (6 Months) 

3. Develop transparent, compassionately-worded policies articulating your church’s theological views on 
human sexuality, policies on LGBTQ+ inclusion, and community values to foster diversity and belonging. 
Steps include... 
 
Timeline May - Nov 2020 

OVERALL IMPRESSIONS
This section shares any overall impressions gathered from the survey as a whole and the comments 
submitted by your congregation/community members. For example:

The majority of the comments seemed to express negative emotions such as frustration, fear, concern, and 
trepidation about the future. Many of the comments expressing the most passionate dissatisfaction seemed 
to come from Side B or X viewpoints, though they were present across the ideological/theological board. 

RECOMMENDATIONS


